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Equity Market Bull 

Should Plod Through the 

Swamp in 2020



 Extraordinarily interventionist monetary policymaking has created a global 
equity market with very high sensitivity to interest rates. 

 Growth concerns continue to plague investors as Fed policy moves 
incrementally less dovish. As a result, performance is hugging secular 
themes of momentum, growth and size.

 Earnings sentiment is proving a powerful driver of returns as company 
guidance continues to shrink. Investor concerns are wide-ranging, from the 
top to bottom line.

 Not all uses of cash are treated equally.  Amid economic cycle 
nervousness, dividend increases and investment are powerful signals of 
strength.



























Market Health Mixed – Suggests Rocky Outlook in Short Run

 Secular Themes Win, Unless Balance Sheet Shift is In Play

 Margins are Key to Turn in Earnings Outlook

 Don’t Count on a Bailout from Buybacks
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 Short Term Pain likely followed by Longer Term Gain

 Interest rates at low levels ultimately support share prices, but falling yields 
should be heeded.

 Unless Fed eases policy, earnings should drive stock prices. Lack of 
visibility elevates stocks with strong short term earnings trends rather than 
big recovery prospects.

 Momentum, low volatility, growth and size likely continue to lead while 
value, dividend yield, high volatility could remain laggards.

 Dividend increases and investment are powerful signals of strength.
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